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Away from Mass Protest in Italy:

Moderating the Protest Culture

through the European Union and
Autonomy Seeking Movements

Gleti M.E. Dnen
Kcfit State Ut ìiversity

The death ot Lazio soccer fan, Gabriele Sandri, on 1 1 Novcmber 2007'

sparked a mass protest in Italy reniiniscent of the more tumultuous 1960s

and 1970s. Frotests after egregious events such as the one involving

Gabriele Sandri are comnionplace in most parts of the world and seek

atonement for the wrongdoing. It is, in a number of ways, mora! to pro-

test these significant wrongdoings to help insure that they do not happen

again. Protest, when it comes to bettering humanity, is a worthy cause.

However, there is much more to this story than reported in the

inedia. Lazio, for example, is not just another soccer team in Rome.They

are perhaps best renowned for being the team of Benito Mussolini and

their connection with fascism did not peter out with the end ofWorld

War IL Indeed, recently retired star player. Paolo DiCanio, would often

give the fascist salute to the fins during and after games.- This is not to

imply that ali Lazio fans are fascists, many enjoy the sport for the virtues

of the game but there is a strong connection in Italy with calcio (soccer)

and pohtics and Lazio with fascism. The death of Gabriele Sandri and

the subsequent protests are, in ali likelihood, quite virtuous in nature,

but often these movements get caught up in other facets of extremist

politics in Italy. This conflation of movements, in an earlier era, caused

problems for the phenomenon known as "Sessantotto" and ultimately

the romance of the protest movement subsided and more pragmatic

goals took over.

"Sessantotto" and the "Lead Yiìars"

Two very different trends emerged from the turbulent 1960s and

1970s in Italy. The first, relating to Sessantotto is the remembrancc of
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a roniantic protest niovement whereby the rights of workers and the

middle class were fought for on the streets of Italy. The secoiid trend,

Linfortunately, had niuch more to do with extremist politics. Violent

clashes between tascist and communist groups brought significant nega-

tive attention to Italy. This created a sense of fear that communists vvould

take over Italy which. in the specter of the Gold War, would bave been

disastrous for NATO and the West. Moreover, on the other extreme,

there was a concern that Italy would resurrect its World W<ir II past with

an upsurge in support for fascisni.

Italy, in the 196()s therefore, was in a state of significant flux. The

population was transitioning from rural to urban areas, the econoniy was

booming and a social revolution got undenvay.^ Consumerism advanced

significantly and, in the course of a decade, Italy became a modem indus-

triai state that belonged in the modem era with the rest ofWestern Europe.

Yct because of the significant flux in society, Italians were unsure of who
they were or where they were going. Some in society were appalled at

the rising consumerism and reliance upon unequal capitalist distributions

ot wealth. Part of this frustration became the uprising of 1968.

1968 was a year of politicai, social and student protests seeking to

improve the welfare of working class Italians. It took part in the larger

global context of the civil rights niovement in the United States, pro-

tests agamst the Vietnam Wir, the Cultural Revolution in China and

the Prague Spnng m Czechoslovakia among others. Certainly it was

a year ot upheaval and protest against the dominant institutions of the

world. Moreover, Sessantotto was created out of a sense of New Left

utopianism that sought to radically change the world. It was a niovement

founded upon radicalism but was not supposed to be based on violence,

only peaceful protest.

Sessantotto started as a student protest advocating for better

universities and reforni of the blocked politicai system.^ At its core.

Sessantotto was about improving the country and the rights of workers.

However, after numerous clashes with police and right-wing activists,

the niovement took on more violent characteristics. It also led to the

"Hot Autumn" of 1969 in which widespread strikes debilitated niuch

ot the Italian economy." Two groups emerged: Lotta Continua (con-

tinuing struggle) and Potere Operaio (workers power) with whom the

protest niovement took on a more permanent role in Italian society.

Furthermore, the Red Brigades terrorist organization fornicd in 1971

and took part m a campaign of kidnappings and rape even though
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thcir initial targets had only been to harass factory owners on hchalf of

workers.'' The initial protest movenient was already theretore, even in

the carly stages, being co-opted.

In a nuniber ofways, Sessantotto sparkcd protests in Italy for over

a decade which started and ended, niost notably, with two bonibings.

Bonibs were placed at Piazza Fontana in Milan in 1969 and at the

Bologna train station in 1980 niarking the bcginning and end of the

tumultuous"LeadYears" that steninicd froni the co-opted Sessantotto.''

This contributed to a sense of unrest in Italy such that modem notions

of terrorism becanie conflated with protest culture. Furtherniore,

notions of protecting Italy frona the red nienace and the terrorism of

the Red Brigades became paramount to the tuture ot the country and

a significant reason to moderate the protest culture."

In some of the academic literature, Sessantotto was known for its

worker militancy which, starting in the Hot Autumn of 1969 grew

throughout the 1970s and continued intermittently through the 1980s.'^

The unions were incredibly powerful durmg this time and politicai

cooperation was therefore quite limited.This led, in part, to economie

problems and while the Italian economy grew steadily it came with

high levels of inflation and price increases.'" Proni an economie stand-

point, therefore, the fallout of Sessantotto after co-optation proved to

be hurtful to the state.

The politicai context of Sessantcìtto is also important to considcr

when discussing the legacy of student protest in the late 1960s. Italy,

due to its electoral system, has been governed by coalition governments

since its transition back to democracy in 1946. Until 1992, when Italy

transitioned to the "Second Republic," the country was domniated by

the Christian Democrats with the Italian Communists serving as the

main opposition party." Unfortunately, due to the nature of coalition

governance, governing a country can be extremely difficult when every

politicai decision has to be compronnsed. In essence, Italians bave a

great deal of choice at the polis, more so than most other parliamentary

democracies, but this means that it can be extremely ditfìcult to govern

the country and clear cut choices are rarely made. Sessantotto occurred

in the backdrop of this indecision, which is why it protested the blocked

politicai system. In some senses, the set-up ot the system contributed to

the rise ot Sessantotto, which has signitìcant nnplications tor its legacy

and why the protest movement of the late 1 960s and early 1 97()s is

much more revered in Italy than in other countries.
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Furthennore, Sessantotto canie at a tinie when television iinages

became an increasingly popular mode oì collecting and distributing

information. Therefore, depending on politicai ideology, the niove-

nient became about the tliture direction of the country. Protest and the

utopian sense of equality were enjoyed by supporters of the movement

whereas its detractors disliked the disruptions to the economy and the

violence that was depicting in the aftermath of protests.

The legacy of Sessantotto has been a mixed one because of its

conflation with extremist politics.At its core, participants in Sessantotto

foLight for the improvement of worker's lives and working conditions.

However, the means through which some ot its successes were accom-

plished broLight upon Italy a tarnished reputation especially in the

business community about the stabihry of the country.

Crossroads

The movements of 1968, thereforc, led Italy to a choice: modera-

tion or extremism. Student protests, however utopian, are limited in

what they can accomplish. With an advancing economy and an Italian

society that was becoming more urban and reliant upon an improving

standard of living, something had to be done to nioderate the protest

culture. Furthermore, with the violence and extremism that accompa-

nied Sessantotto, the demise ot the movement was hastened with some

changes to the modem world.

This included other hictors that were also at play in the midst of

Sessantotto. As a tounding member oi the European Goal and Steel

Community (ECSC) at Paris in 1951, Italy has long been integrated

in what is now the European Union (EU). This provided Italy with

a choice: either moderate the protest culture and become part of an

increasingly mtegrated Europe replete with significant economie

benefits or maintain the protests and risk alienation from the union.

As a toundmg member ot what is now the EU, Italy was respon-

sible tor helpmg new members and providing a good example of

democracy especially to Iberian countries transitioning to democracy

in the 1970s.

Domestically, Italy was also changing which furthered greater calls

tor autonomy and locai rule. Italy was created by the Risorgimento

(unification) in 1861 from the aftermath of the Holy Roman Empire;

an empire that had numerous autonomous regions including Tuscany,

Parma-Piacenza, Lombarda-Veneto, Modena,Two Sicilies and the Papal
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States. Peoplc were used to more locai governnient and the uphcavals of

Sessantotto and beyond, in some senses, rekindled the desire tor more

locai governmental decision makmg powers.

Reasons por the Path of Moderation

When Italy transitioned from fascism to democracy in the aftermath of

World War Two, several countries on its penphery did not. As a result, it

Italy were to provide an example to these countries and cement its tran-

sition to democracy, then it had to avoid reverting back to authoritarian

governancc and mcreasing instability vvhich can be created through

longstandnig protests. Italy did become much more moderate which

stands in stark contrast to the fissiparous ethnic conHict of its neighbor,

the formar Yugoslavia.

On the domestic front, Italy madc a number of changes that helped

moderate its populace, however, the main driver of this change was the

EU and the economie benefits it brought with it. Italian public policy

has, in numerous ways, been influenced by the EU and this has led to

the ratification of unpopular legislation such as cuts to pensions and the

health care system in the name of integration.
'-

Regionalism in Italy also became an issue of moderation. Much of

the protests in 1968 were directed at the centrai state. In Italy, the gov-

ernmental system is unitary which means that power is concentrated at

the center. Part of Sessantotto's legacy, therefore, has been to reduce this

power through growing regionalism and devolution. However, this may

also bave given rise to active separatist movements which may threaten

the future of the Italian state.

There is no exact reason for why moderation occurred in Italy in

the aftermath of Sessantotto but mass protests decreased after the 1970s

and the movement lost much of its power. Several reasons account for

the change including: a larger role of leadership in the world, liberal

institutionalist demands of the EU and increasing regionalism and sepa-

ratism in the country.

Leadership in the World

Italy, depending on the source of the statistics, has the fifth to seventh

largest economy in the world. '^ With economie clout comes the desire

to be a leader on the international stage. While there may be significant

economie disparities across the country, this has not deterred Italians

from trying to export their ideas throughout the world. The caveat with
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this, however, is the need to be a good exaniple if one is going to give

advice to others.

In carlicr eras, Italy looked to expand its influence abroad. In

World Wai- I, the Entente powers enticed Italy to switch sides in the

war, through the 1915Treaty of London, with the promise of receiving

niost ot Croatia's Adriatic coast upon success.'^ Indeed, in 1919 with

the Treaty ofVersailles, Italy did gain further territory on the border of

what becanie the Kingdoni of Serbs,Croats and Slovenes (later renamed

Yugoslavia).This was, in a significant sensejust the begirming of Italian

involvenient in the Balkans.

On at least two occasions in the modem era, Italy has played a role

in the Balkans. Recently, some real discussion of Italy accepting Albania

as a protectorate surfaced in order to help Albania fully transition to

democracy and become a functioning state.'" It is a noble endeavor

to assist countries in the Balkans with their problems but a difficult

problem to nianage. Moreover, Italy was part of the European Union

and NATO delegations that helped to quell the Macedonian conflict

of 2001 between Macedonians and ethnic Albanians"' and to protect

Kosovo from further Serb atrocities in 1999.'^Therefore, in order to set

itselt apart from the formerYugoslavia and serve as a good example, Italy

had to iniprove its own issues which it successRilly did with the decrease

ot violence surrounding the protest culture.

On economie matters, the clout of the Italian economy has

improved significantly since the end ofWorld War II. Italy, along with

France, saw dramatic growth after the 1960s to become the fourth

(France) and fifth (Italy) largest economies in the world in the late

199()s.'** With increased economie clout comes increased responsi-

bility globally and while Italy will never be a hegemon, its leadership

through soft power is idolized throughout the world. Again, the notion

ol serving as an example to countries with economie ambitions to

improve the living standards of its citizens is important to modem Italian

politics and policies.

Lastly, Italians overwhelmingly support the EU with over 70 percent

ot the population supporting the supranational bloc in Eurobarometer

data polling.'' Italians, in many ways, bave done extraordinary things in

the name ot integration and continually seek approvai in the bloc.-" It is

this desire to be part of something biggcr than itself that has propelled

Italy to greater influence in the world. This has only been possible through

subduing risks of violence that are often associated with protest.
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The European Union-'

Italy's love aftair with the EU has been a longstanding one that has

stood the test of time. Indeed, Italy was pronainent in the creation of the

ECSC] and was more than wiUing to put aside its tascist past in tlie nanie

of increased integration that would increase economie cooperation and

would later cement democracy, justice, the rule of law and human rights

in the country. Italy considers its membership in the EU to he for the

"higher politicai good" which has improved the country without drasti-

cally reducing its sovereignty."

The modem EU, in some ways, had its genesis in Italy. After the

initiai ECSC formed in Paris in 1951, the Treaty of Rome in 1957

furthered integration on behalf of the originai six members of the

organization becoming the European Economie Community (EEC).

Integration was slow in the next few decades with some changes coming

in the areas of agriculture and fisheries, among others, but it was not

until later decades that the EU started functioning like more than just

a free trade union.

In the early years before the first enlargement of 1973, the greatest

issue facing the European Community (EC) was the poverty ot the

Italian south in comparison with the rest of the bloc.'^The rural south,

the "Mezzogiorno," is significantly poorer than the rest ot Italy and

the rest of the EC. Part of the EC^'s goal was to create a bloc that had

a reasonable level of parity in terms of wealth and standard ot living.

Furthermore, the Mezzogiorno and parts of Ireland (after 1973) were

targeted for redistributing funds under a Cohesion Funds pian for areas

of the bloc that had less than 75% of the community average wealth.-''

Redistribution caused signitìcant debate in the union, so most ot the

payments carne in an ad hoc nature troni Ciermany.

The Mezzogiorno, for much of the last half century, has been one

of the poorer parts of the EU. This has only changed since the 2004

and 2007 enlargements of twelve new member states troni Central and

Eastern Europe. As such, there has been a decrease in redistribution to

the south of Italy under the Cohesion Funds which redistributes money

to the poorer regions of the union.

The issue of a regional Cohesion Fund to help bolster the econo-

mies of poorer regions of the EC almost became a crisis as discussions

of a common currency emerged in the 1980s. Indeed, Italy did not want

to join the economie monetary union (EMÙ) it payments to the poorer

regions were denied.The United Kingdom and Ireland supported theni
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in this which could have draniatically changed Italy because it would

havc likely decreased its iole in the EU.-^

Another reason tor nioderation under the EU was the Schengen

Agreement of 1985.The agreement, named after the city in LiLxembourg

in which the agreement was signed, created the beginnings of a bor-

derless Europe.-'' Schengen effectively abolished border controls for

members of the EU that signed onto the agreement'^ in addition to

three non-members: Iceland, Nonvay anci Switzerland. With a reason-

able responsibility to uphold and protect the other members of the

organization, Italy had to insure a reasonable level of safety for citizens

of the other EU member states traveling or working in the Italian state.

This is one way that Europe is becoming increasingly unified which

has served as a reminder to Italy to insure European standards of safety,

economics and standard of living throughout its territory.

Despite little in the way of shared identity, Europe is becoming

more integrated and its constitution (which thus far has failed) has the

motto. Unità nella diversità (unity in diversity).-^ Europe is not likely to

become a unified politicai state in the near future but, some argue, this

may happen in the not-so-distant future. Italy, therefore, has a responsi-

bility not only to uphold its own traditions but to be cautious of other

traditions in a unified bloc. Under an increasingly integrated EU, Italy

stands to lose a great deal if other member states do not want to operate

m the country which, in turn, may lead to greater stress on the country

it it is considered unstable in any way.

On economie matters, an ever closer union is important to Italy.

Italy's adoption of the Euro in January 2002 has been a mainstay of

Italian politics and is integrai to the economie future of the country. It

was not, however, as easy as just joining a group; very specific demands

were placed on each member state that wanted to join the Eurozone.

Ot the firteen members that were EU members at the time negotiations

opened, only eleven successfully implemented the Euro on I January

2002. The United Kingdom, Sweden and Denmark ali abstained from

joining and the Greek currency was not functioning well enough to

warrant membership at that time. Indeed, Italy too had difficulty espe-

cially with achieving the requirements for the exchange rate mechanism

(ERM) but did manage to avoid missing the deadline.-'

The creation ot the Euro and other EU related activities have

increased integration in the EU which has, in some regards, led to

increased regionalism in Italy. The industriai north has cottoned onto
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the trend of greater European integration whereas the Mezzogiorno

has been left behind.Theretbre, the north of Italy trades far more with

southern France and the Catalan region of Spain enconipassing major

hnks between Barcelona, Lyon and Milan.'"

As a resLilt of increased trade, the EU has provided Italy with a

great deal of wealth and prospenty. However, given the restranits ot

membership in the union, Italy has lost some autonomy and ability to

establish its own policies. The legacy of Sessantotto, in this regard, has

been minimized because of the need to moderate the protest culture ot

the 1970s. Sessantotto has not been without success, as many of the EUs

policies bave encompassed worker rights and safety, issues pivotal to the

protests of the late 1960s and 1970s. In some small ways. Sessantotto has

contributed to a better Europe in this regard.

Italy came to a crossroads with Sessantotto: it could either con-

tinue down the road of protest which was increasingly conflated with

extremist politics or it could become more moderate. Perhaps its mem-

bership in the EU depended upon reducing instability in the forni of

mass Street protest and capitulating to the economie and social demands

of the EU. On the other band, the driver of Sessantotto, the rights of

people, is a steadfast pillar of how the EU functions. Economie parity

is ascribed to whilst maintainuig significant incentives for businesses to

function and to profit.

Regionalism, Autonomy and Separatism

Italy is, despite its problems, a unitary state with power concentrated

in its capital, Rome. It was set-up in this manner through its constitu-

tion of 1946 with the mtent to concentrate power m a specific locale

and govern the country from this area.'' A unitary state is supposed

to operate with sigmficant controls of ali areas of the government;

however, with the EU and increased assertions from the north, it is

becoming increasingly federai. This means that the traditional seat of

power in Italy, Rome, is beginning to bave its power devolved from

the center and given to the regions. This, in some regards, serves to

pacify the protest movenìent because they can no longer protest the

traditional seat of power. If power is increasingly being wielded troni

more locai jurisdictions, then the romance of the protest movenìent

diminishes because the people are not tìghting against some iiiono-

lith troni the capital, but rather friends and neighbors in the locai or

regional government.
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The path of nioderatioii, however altruistic, has caused some con-

cerii tor the Italiaii state. Since the unification of Italy in 1861 froni

sinall city-states of the Holy Roman Empire, poHticians have attcmpted

to build and Italian identity. This is, in some senses, where the north/

south divide in Italy began. The state was prominent in the north but

not so in the south.'-

With mcreased involvement in the EU, though, greater autonomy

is being granted to the twenrv' regions of the country. In the modem
context, Italy is being governed in an mcreasingly federai manner

breaking from its unitary tradition. South Tyrol, for example, on the

Austrian border has 280,000 German speaking residents who essentially

operate in a German-Austrian society." As a result of a 1979 Austrian

law, many of the residents enjoy certain rights of Austrian citizens and

their language and culture is completely Germanie. This eventually led

to substantial autonomy for the region, one of five regions to be granted

such freedom in Italy.

The debate over regionalism in Italy has emerged, in large measure,

because of the electoral success of the Lega Nord (Northern League)

politicai party.'"* In some ways the Lega Nord has invented an ethnicity for

the North o\ Italy in order to protect the economie interests of the region

from redistribution to the rest of the country. This is not something new

in politics but it is seriously endangering the Italian state and separatism

has become a real and viable issue. Economie interests, as purported by

the Lega Nord, have a real impact on the legacy of Sessantotto because

they stand in stark opposition to the student protest movement and what

it stood for. Mudi like Isaac Newton's third law of motion: every action

has an equal but opposite reaction. Sessantotto has an equal but opposite

reaction in Italian politics. What started in 1968 as a protest movement

has an impact on what happens in modem Italian politics. The protest

against the centrai govemment in the 1960s and 1970s has, in part, led to

increased demands for the decentralization ofgoverninent through groups

like Lega Nord and perhaps even secession.

Like other states in Western Europe, Italy is facing its share of seces-

sionist problems. Identity may be an en vogue attitude amongst minority

groups in modem Europe but traditional separatist claims do have some

longevity.The most prominent separatist movement threatening the very

existence of Italy is the Lega Nord politicai party. Their claims are to

create an independent state out of the north and some of centrai Italy

in an area known as "Padania." Padania is, in many senses, a different
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place frolli the Mezzogiorno of riiral southern Italy. Uneniployinent

has been as high as 30% in the Mezzogiorno in the past decade which

stands in contrast to the industriai weight of Padania. ^^ The areas of

Sicily, Calabria and Campania wcre the hardest hit in contrast to the

7.7% uneniployment in the North and Center of the country.^''

The Lega Nord has become a real and viable threat to the unity of

the Italian state after its breakthrough in the election of 1996 when it

became the largest party in the north and the fourth niost popular in

ali of Italy (despite only running in the north and some of the center of

the country)." The 1996 election also marked a transition in its electoral

strategy from promoting regionalism to promoting independence for

Padania. As it pertains to Sessantotto, separatisi!! has become an unin-

tended consequence of increased regionalism stemming from the protest

of the centrai government in 1968.

Sessantotto is relevant to modem day separatisi!! in Italy because

as a n!oven!ent ciedicated to removing class disparities, there is nothing

greater in Italian politics than the economie difference between north

and south. Protest, because ot economie ditlerences, has resulted in wid-

ening politicai views of people in different parts of the country. The Lega

Nord has utilized these differences and much of its propaganda targets

the south, Rome and a corrupted Roman C^atholic Church.^*^ Its plat-

forms of fewer taxes, further integration in Europe, lederalism and more

economie growth stand, in large nieasure, in contrast with Sessantotto.

Furthermore, the Lega Nord was able to utilize the argument that

Italian unitary government serves to redistribute wealth from the north

to the south in its campaign and gain greater politicai strength.^' This

has, therefore, led to increased rhetoric for federalism and for the north

to become more detached from the rest of the country. Indeed, in the

election ofAprii 1996, the Lega Nord changed its platform to advocate

for independence rather than just autonomy tron! Roiiie.'*"

The Lega Nord, as a politicai party, only runs in the north and

center of Italy; yet, its electoral successes bave caused a great number ot

problems for the unitary style governance of the state.As mentioned ear-

lier, under a parliamentary democracy, when a given party accumulates

significant electoral support they often bave the opportunity to enter a

coalition government and help to run the country.

Under the second Berlusconi administration (200 1-05), the Lega

Nord formed part of bis coalition government."" This was quite a pre-

carious balancing act for the politicai party given its platform to provide
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opposition and advocate for increased regionalism and potential seces-

sion tìom Italy.Yct the paradox of this was that the Lega Nord was part

of the governnient as wcll. It is akin to the Bloc Quebecois forniing part

of the Canadian governnient or the Scottish National Party propping up

one ot the major partics in the United Kingdoni.This scenario, under

the parHamentary model, is quite diffìcult in Canada and the United

Kingdom, but with a large numbers of parties and frequent coalitions,

a very real possibility in Italy that occurred under Berlusconi's second

administration.

Padania does not seem like it will become an independent state, at

least not in the short run, so the Italian state will likely remain united.

However, the legacy of Sessantotto is afFected by the platforms of the

Lega Nord because they stand in contrast to the ideas of Sessantotto

much like Newton's conception of an equal but opposite reaction to

torce. The Lega Nord often emphasizes business, EU integration and

opposition to taxation from Rome for the purposes of redistribution

to the Mezzogiorno. Sessantotto, it would seem, effected Italian society

which caused an equal but opposite reaction.

CONCLUSION

Italy, along with other states across the developed world, is stili at risk

tor mass protest. This is not necessarily a bad thing, and often leads to

positive change, but may endanger the economie progress of a country

and spili over into widespread violence. Furthermore, m the case of

Italy, protest is often conflated with extremist politics. The glamour

ot the Sessantotto era is one that its supporters look upon fondly but

its legacy has to be removed from the baggage the violence that often

accompanied the protests.

As a result ot the conflation between protest for worker's rights and

extremist politics, Italy carne to a crossroads in the late 1970s: moderate

Its politics or risk being ostracized by its EU neighbors. Italy chose the

path ot moderation which was seen through its uses of soft power in

helping to lead the world, its membership in the EU and increased fed-

eralism which provided greater autonomy to certain areas.Tlie specter

ot separatism, however, now looms and the future unity of Italy may

well depend on relations between the north and south and between the

north and Rome.

Finally, Sessantotto may bave served its purpose if Italy became

more moderate after the iy7(Js. A movement can only change so much
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of a state before it radically altcrs the status quo. Since Sessantotto had

radicai goals in the first place, its successes niay be seen through greater

social weltare and greater unity in the Italian state because class-bascd

differences woulti bave ciccreased. Only the first has happened and,

therefore, in some regards, Sessantotto has a niixed record. It has done a

great deal to help the working class but niay bave done so at the expense

of the unity ot the Italian state if the Lega Nord continues to do well

politically. Indeed, every action has an equal but opposite reaction.

Sessantotto should be renienibered for what it did to positively

afFect Italy and the rest of Europe. This means that it needs to be disen-

tangled with the violence and extreniisni that also canie froni the sanie

era. Sessantotto should be given credit for successfully protectnig the

rights of workers throughout Europe but also not hindering economie

growth and personal freedoms of people. It was a reniarkable era when

it was disentangled from much of the accompanying baggage of the era

and wlìile it may be a bit utopian, its legacy is one of iniprovements for

Italy and the rest of Europe.

Protest, specifically in the late 1960s, is part of Italy 's heritage and

is revered in certain circles across the world. Periodically, protests like

the one over the death of (iabriele Sandri, remind Italy and the world

of an earlier era when people took to the streets to fight injustice and

inetfective government. It is, however, a mixed legacy because with the

utopianism of Sessantotto came a conflation with extremist politics.This

unfortunately has become the paradox of the movement and one that

should be clarified in light ofmodem changes the Italian state.
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